Foresight Benching
The Foresight Benching system is a
mobile all in one unfolding system that
stores at 15% of it’s open footprint.
Easy to reconfigure and quickly change
between focused and collaborative work.
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1. Mobile Storage
Complete line of mobile
pedestals, storage towers,
and lateral files available.
2. Privacy Panel
Panels can be added to
center or side of stations
for increased privacy.
Panels can be mounted
above the surface for
increased privacy or moved
below for collaboration.
Various materials available.
3. Worksurface
Standard depth is 24” in a
single or 30” in a double
configuration. Standard
lengths are 48”, 60”, 72”
or 96”. Work surfaces can
be individually leveled to
create a straight line when
stations are grouped.

4. Accessories
Height-adjustable keyboard
arms and trays and clampon monitor arms available
for add-on.
Monitor arms can be
fastened in two ways:
1) Mounting bracket that
fastens into the centre
trough. Cut out is required
however you can leave the
monitor arm on when you
fold the surface
2) Use a mounting clamp.
There is no cut out needed
but the monitor arm must
be removed before you fold
the worksurface

5. Castor Cover
Hide casters when station
is in use.
6. Power and Data
Comes standard with one
detachable power bar
that provides six electrical
outlets and four USB outlets
of surface power. Separate
power/data trough to
handle Swiftspace Plug &
Play Power System and up
to 40 data cables.
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7. Visual Privacy
The mounting frame
for center storage can
be left open to allow for
visual access to the other
side. Can be filled with
frosted acrylic, laminate,
whiteboard, tackboard
or EzoBord to increase
privacy.
8. Accessory Rail
For mounting shelves,
paper slots, and binder
storage.
9. Attached Storage
Center and end storage is
available as shared cubbies
or full bins. Can be open,
with dividers or with locking
doors.
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